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In the wake of a pandemic,
Austin Fritsch, Director of
Research Operations at
Marquette University, and
Alecia Bjerke, Animal Facility
Manager, talk about their
experience attending their
first virtual FAT, broadcast
from Tecniplast Italy into their
living rooms in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

“Wow! What a time to pivot!”
– said Austin Fritsch, Director of
Research Operations at Marquette
University.
“Amid a pandemic when people
obviously can’t travel, to be able
to pivot to a virtual solution and
deliver. That was incredible!”

Tecniplast Delivers Factory Acceptance
Testing to the Customer’s Living Room.
Marquette is a private research university near downtown
Milwaukee. The 93-acre campus is located on the former
Wisconsin State Fairgrounds, in the neighborhood of University
Hill. The campus includes a BioDiscovery District, Innovation
Alley, a recreational and wellness facility, a residence hall, and
a sports research facility. It is accredited by the Higher Learning
Commission and is the largest private university in Wisconsin
with a student body of about 12,000; nearly all states and 89
countries are represented.
Marquette’s Research and Biosafety Center, located in the
BioDiscovery District, is a 5,000-cage rodent facility, whose
management was looking into expanding its capacity and
operations. The project included building renovations and
installation of a custom-built rack washer, a cabinet washer,
bedding dispensers, IVC caging housing systems for mice
and rats, and changing stations. All the products had to be
installed and operational by late 2020 to early 2021.
The project was complex, there were footprint limitations,
special design requirements, and challenges with how to install
equipment. By mid-March, all had been sorted out, and the rack
washer was ready to undergo Factory Acceptance Testing (FAT).
For those who are not familiar with it, a Factory Acceptance
Testing is conducted to determine quality and compliance with

the customer’s specifications before the equipment
is shipped and installed in the facility. This testing
requires the machine to be assembled at the
factory and run as it would at its final destination.
The client is present during the entire session and
signs off on conformity once the evaluation has
been completed.

The project included
building renovations and installation of a
custom-built rack washer, a cabinet
washer, bedding dispensers, IVC caging
housing systems for mice and rats, and
changing stations.
All the products had to be installed and
operational by late 2020 to early 2021.

Things Get Complex
Marquette was anxious to complete the project.
Their custom rack washer was ready and the
testing day they had been waiting for was here!
Unfortunately, so it was COVID19...
Tecniplast FATs are done at the factory in Italy, so
attending customers get the opportunity to visit
Italy, witness the FAT, tour the factory, and enjoy
great hospitality. Due to the pandemic, the borders
in Europe were shut down, there were travel
restrictions worldwide, meetings were prohibited,
and the number of Coronavirus victims were
escalating at incredible rates. Tecniplast/IWT had
a deadline and customer expectations to meet. In
other words, with or without COVID19, they had to
deliver!

The Big Day Arrives
By mid-March, Tecniplast confirmed to Marquette
that the FAT would go on, but a few adjustments
were needed to make it happen.

On March 27, Tecniplast brought the Atlantis
washer FAT livestream to the customers living
rooms. Tecniplast broadcast live the Factory
Acceptance Test of the Atlantis customized rack washer
from Italy to multiple cities in the USA where the
customer, architects, design team, and project managers
were located. The virtual meeting last approximately
three hours.
“Wow! What a time to pivot!” – said Austin Fritsch,
Director of Research Operations at Marquette
University. “Amid a pandemic when people obviously
can’t travel, to be able to pivot to a virtual solution
and deliver. That was incredible!”
“We couldn’t believe it when you told us that you
were still going to conduct the FAT, but you were
going to make some adjustments on how you would
do it. That shows the great company you are! - he
added.

How Was This Made Possible?
Tecniplast used three video cameras. One was
stationary to capture an overview of the complete
installation; a second camera was on the operator
who was conducting the FAT; a third camera was
mobile to capture other aspects of the process as
needed. The IWT project manager joined remotely to
direct the process. Three people were at the factory
conducting the testing. The audio-visual format and
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in Italy right now, and we are in our living room. There
was the ocean in between, and yet, we were seeing it
in real-time!” - I think it was really neat.
What would you say to someone else that was
considering an eFAT?
Alecia – The e-Fat is a good alternative to consider
when you cannot be in person. For us, because of
the way it was conducted, it gave us that level of
comfortability we needed before the machine was
shipped.
Austin – We valued the fact that the participation was
not just limited to us, but the other team members
such as the architects and the contractor were able
to be present and ask questions during the process. It
is definitely a good alternative.

How would you feel about product training
through a similar format?
Austin – I think training using an electronic format is
terrific! These days we have everything on the palm
of our hand. Your customers can pull a video and learn
how to change a filter, or how to replace runners.
Being able to do this would be very advantageous for
Marquette and other institutions as well.
Alecia – I think that is an excellent idea! At Marquette,
we love having the technicians doing hands-on
training, but obviously, this is an option for a situation
like COVID19, or if someone’s schedule might get fully

booked all of a sudden, and he or she may not be
able to attend. Also, it gives people the possibility to
watch it Online. You can have this recorded, and as
you are using the product down the road, you can go
back and reference the training to remind yourself
of the recommendations. I think this would be
something fully utilized, so yes, it is great to consider it.

“We were worried. You pulled the Right
Solution within a short amount of time”
Is there anything else that you would like to say to
the team at Tecniplast/IWT?
Alecia – Sure! I think we were all very appreciative.
We even heard how beneficial this was to our entire
team after the eFAT, the contractor, the architect,
and the design team; they felt that they were all on
the same page. I think everybody is very appreciative
of what Tecniplast /IWT did. COVID19 added a lot
of stress to the project. We were worried about
deadlines, we didn’t know how this was going to
work, and you were able to pull together a solution
within a short amount of time, making sure that our
entire team would be comfortable with it. We greatly
appreciate it.
Austin – I would say what a way to go! I want to say
thank you to all of you, but especially to the people
who were in Italy. We were in different time zones,
and it was probably 6:00 or 7:00 PM here when we
wrapped up, so we realized that they work extended
hours to get this done. I want to say thank you all for
being able to do that for us. From a consumer point
of view, this was amazing!

Coronavirus Positive Side Effects

This pandemic challenge accelerated the need
for Tecniplast/IWT to adopt a virtual mode of
conducting a FAT.
Tecniplast/IWT conducted a virtual FAT, and
Marquette was the first customer to be a part of it.
This technology and experience opened up an array
of opportunities for our customers.
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